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Vocally ending the day 
If they weren’t using their voices, how might musicians bring in 
the end of the day? If they were a large orchestra, they would 
obviously go for the Danish composer Per Norgard’s Sixth 
Symphony, ‘At the End of the Day’, the English subtitle a tribute 
to that understated but terminal saying, and a hint at the cosmic 
power the symphony unleashes.

Images of crepuscular half-lights are as popular in musicians’ 
imaginations as they are on Instagram, although it’s curious – and 
curiously optimistic, perhaps – how composers hymn sunrises 
and dawns in dramatic crescendos and orchestral upwellings 
more than they do the setting, the ending, the disappearing over 
the horizon. But perhaps the greatest of all orchestral sunsets is 
the end of Richard Strauss’s An Alpine Symphony, in which the 
fading of the Western Orb reclaims the mountain, the alpinists 
and the whole natural world, leaving us all caught in the faintest 
of orchestral glows, and the same place of bewildered harmonic 
and expressive mystery with which the piece opened, 50 
minutes earlier. Carl Nielsen’s overture Helios creates another 
arc of the sun, from expectant opening in the East to a radiant 
westerly conclusion.

Taken metaphorically, however, the ending of the day, and the 
fading of the light, is an obsession for composers as they 
contemplate the end of this life and, depending on their 
variously religious or spiritual beliefs, the beginning of the next. 
Two great Buddhist composers have fearlessly contemplated 
music in states between and beyond life and death, where day 
ends and night – radiant, dazzling, as well as dark – starts. Éliane 
Radigue’s Trilogie de la mort is a three-part, three-hour-long 
electronic realisation of Buddhism’s intermediate zones of 
existence. This is music that has a transformative power, that 
offers a solution beyond ‘beginnings and ‘endings’, and suggests 
that existence and non-existence are in a spiralling dance of 
continuity. At least, such are the thoughts that the experience of 
listening to and becoming part of Radigue’s music gives you!

The same is true for Jonathan Harvey’s music, yet Harvey 
creates those experiences in works such as Tranquil Abiding, Body 
Mandala or White as Jasmine that can happen with orchestral 

forces in less than 20 minutes. Like Radigue, Harvey’s music 
manifests his belief in the cycles of time in which we exist, 
instead of more conventional narratives of the ends of days.

Yet those surely happen, as they are happening right now, as the 
Tallis Scholars consecrate this Late Night Prom with their 
spiritual-choral euphony. This music feels appropriate for the 
Royal Albert Hall at this time of night, doesn’t it? Still more 
apposite are the Indian ragas that are meant for performance at 
sunset and sunrise, like those that filled the Royal Albert Hall in 
1983 as part of an all-night Prom of Indian classical music, which 
started – well, around now, at 11pm, and finished at 6.55 the 
next morning. Music for the ending of this day, and the beginning 
of the next one.

Radio 3’s Tom Service proposes onward sonic explorations inspired 
by the music of tonight’s Prom
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